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ABSTRACT : Control system design of Electrical Machine Drives became more significant during last decade 

as it plays an important role in various industrial applications. Regardless of the fault, relentless operation of 

the machine drive in various high power and high efficiency applications. Fault tolerant control is an 

efficacious solution to improve the reliability of the machine drives. Model Predictive Control (MPC) is an 

optimal control algorithm developed for constrained control of Multi-Input-Multi-Output (MIMO) systems 

which can assimilate equalities and inequalities constraints. In this paper a fault analysis of a permanent 

magnet synchronous machine (PMSM) drive using Novel Fault Tolerant Predictive Control (NFTPC) has been 

discussed. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 Single phase open circuit fault is usual among the different faults occur in a permanent magnet 

synchronous machine (PMSM) drive. Due to this the drive operation get stopped because of the maintenance 

scheduling. This affect the cost and reliability of the operation [1]. Various fault tolerant methods have been 

employed by different researchers. For multiphase machines with open-circuit faults, various control methods 

have been proposed [2]. In model predictive control method, the discrete-time system is used to predict the 

future behaviors of the system according to every possible switch vector (SV). By minimizing a cost function, 

the best SV is then chosen [3]. The fast response of current control loops is needed for the reliable operation of 

PMSM drives. Therefore, many advanced current control strategies such as Predictive Current control [4], 

Hysteresis control [5], and Fuzzy PI control [6] have been proposed by the researchers. Out of all these methods, 

the predictive current control method has been extensively investigated due to the ability of accurate and rapid 

current reference tracking. Also, it gives the stable operation by considering the small current harmonic 

component [7]. PID controller is generally used in order to improve the performance of the system since it has 

easy structure and few parameters which could be changed by operators. However, it does not provide optimal 

control inputs which can destabilization of systems [8]. Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) has more advanced 

control approach which provides optimality. It is used to solve an optimization problem of minimization the 

state and inputs over infinity prediction horizon subject to a linear constraint. Although LQR cannot handle 

other constraints, but it is applicable to MIMO systems without using any decoupling [9]. As a model-based 

control, two different MPCs are needed for normal and postfault operations of PMSM drives, which make the 

whole control method complicated [10]. To the certain extent MPC faces a problem to achieve the robustness 

against the model mismatches and noises [11]– [13]. Modern MPC algorithms can achieve some specific 

features such as inclusion of more constraints [14], reduction in online computation [15] and so on. Although 

there is an open concern to find a computationally efficient and reliable MPC algorithm [16]. 

 To overcome the above-mentioned issues, this paper proposes a novel fault tolerant predictive control 

(NFTPC) method for a permanent magnet synchronous machine (PMSM) drive considering single phase open 

circuit fault. The proposed method gives a simple algorithm with less computation, robustness to parameter 

uncertainties, reduction in total harmonic distortion and low steady state error. 
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II. MODEL PREDICTIVE CONTROL (MPC) 
MPC is an advanced control technique used to handle the difficult multivariable control problems. It 

controls MIMO process by satisfying inequality constraints on the input and output variables. If a practicable 

accurate dynamic model of the process is available, future values of the outputs can be predicted by using model 

and current measurements. Also, the appropriate changes in the input variables can be calculated based on both 

predictions and measurements. The changes in the individual input variables can be coordinated by considering 

the input-output relationships represented by the process model. 

The main objectives of MPC: 

• Prevent violations of input and output constraints. 

• Drive some output variables to their optimal set points by maintaining other outputs within specified range. 

• Prevent excessive movement of the input variables. 

• Control process variables when a sensor or actuator is not available. 

• Maximize a profit function, minimize a cost function, or maximize a production rate. 

 

 Fig. 1 shows the MPC strategies applied to power converter and drives. The classification is based on 

the optimization problem type. Finite Control Set MPC (FCS-MPC) considers the discrete nature of the power 

converter. Continuous Control Set MPC (CCS-MPC) produces a fixed switching frequency and computes a 

continuous control signal. An external modulator is not needed in case of FCS-MPC while modulator is needed 

in CCS-MPC to generate the desired output voltage. FCS-MPC has more computational cost than CCS-MPC 

since it computes the optimization problem online. 
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Fig. 1. MPC strategies applied to power converter and drives. 

 

III. STUDIED PMSM DRIVE FOR NFTPC 
 Fig. 2 shows a three phase PMSM, a three-leg voltage source inverter (VSI) and three fast acting fuses 

(f1, f2, f3). The fuses are connected in series with the stator windings. Three stator windings are controlled by 

three legs of the VSI respectively. The PMSM has a neutral point n. For fault-tolerance purpose, a fourth leg is 

added which connects the neutral point through a Triac Tr. During normal operating condition, Tr is turned OFF 

and the studied drive is just a standard PMSM drive. At the occurrence of single-phase open circuit fault, the 

faulty leg is first disconnected and then Tr is turned ON.  
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Fig. 2. Fault Tolerant PMSM Drive. 
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 Fig. 3 shows the block diagram of the fault tolerant control system. PMSM reference speed, motor 

actual speed, three-phase currents and the dc bus voltage are the inputs and transistor’s and triac’s gate signals 

are the outputs. The PMSM is controlled using the vector control principle under normal operating conditions. 

The steps involved in the control system are diagnosis of the fault, isolation of the faulty leg, reconfiguration of 

the hardware and post-fault software control. 
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of the fault tolerant control system. 

 

IV. DYNAMIC MODELLING OF PMSM DRIVE FOR NFTPC 
 When single-phase open circuit fault occurs, consider phase a will get OFF and the current in phase a 

immediately drops to zero. Let us consider three-phase stator self-inductances be La, Lb and Lc which are equal 

to L and three-phase stator mutual-inductances be Mab , Mbcand Mcaare equal to M.iband icare stator phase 

currents. Stator flux linkages ɸsa, ɸsb, ɸsc produced by the stator currents is as shown: 

[

ɸsa

ɸsb

ɸsc

]=[
M M
L M
M L

] [
ib

ic
]          (1) 

 

  The stator flux linkage vector in abc frame is given by   

[

ɸa

ɸb

ɸc

]=[

ɸsa

ɸsb

ɸsc

] [

ɸm cos θe

ɸm cos(θe − 120 ̊)

ɸm cos(θe + 120 ̊)
]                   (2)     

 

   ɸa , ɸb  and ɸc  in equation (2) are resultant of stator flux linkages produced by stator currents and rotor 

magnetic field along a, b and c axes respectively. θe  is the electrical rotor angle position and ɸm is the 

permanent magnet flux linkage. At the instant of detection of phase a being OFF, triac is turned ON and the 

stator phase voltages of PMSM given by 

[
vbn

vcn
]=[

Rb 0
0 Rc

] [
ib

ic
] +

d

dt
[
ɸb

ɸc
]         (3) 

[
vbn

vcn
]=[

Rb 0
0 Rc

] [
ib

ic
] + [

L M
M L

] [

dib

dt
dic

dt

] − [

ɸmωr sin θe

ɸmωr sin(θe − 120 ̊)

ɸmωr sin(θe + 120 ̊)
]     (4) 

where  ωr is the rotor speed. 

 

Let us consider mutual inductance is one half of the phase inductance L. 

Ld = Lq = L+ M = L+(1/2) L = (2/3) L  

             (5) 

Let J, Te, Tl, Bm be moment of inertia, electromagnetic torque, load torque, coefficient of damping friction, 

respectively then the equation for electromagnetic torque is given by 

J
dωr

dt
= Te − Tl − Bmωr − Ts          (6)  
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V. PROPOSED NFTPC FOR PMSM DRIVE 
A. Normal Operating Condition (Pre-Fault) 

The discrete-time state-space model of the PMSM drive in pre fault is given by 

idp(k + 1) = ∆id0(k) + ∆idp(k) + id(k)        (7) 

iqp(k + 1) = ∆iq0(k) + ∆iqp(k) + iq(k)        (8) 

 where idp and iqp are pre fault d-axis and q-axis currents respectively. 

∆id0(k) = [Lsωr(k)iq(k) −  Rsid(k)]Ts/Ls  

∆idp(k) = [vdp(k)]Ts/Ls 

∆iq0(k) = −[Lsωr(k)id(k) + Rsiq(k)]Ts/Ls 

∆iqp(k) = [vqp(k)]Ts/Ls 

[vdp(k)   v𝑞𝑝(𝑘)]
𝑇

= 𝑃3/2𝑣𝑑𝑐(𝑘)[𝜔𝑎1(𝑘)   𝜔𝑏1(𝑘)   𝜔𝑐1(𝑘)]𝑇      (9) 

where 𝑃3/2is a Park’s transformation matrix and 𝜔𝑎1 = 𝑆𝑎  , 𝜔𝑏1 = 𝑆𝑏 , 𝜔𝑐1 = 𝑆𝑐 are the virtual space vectors 

used to calculate d-axis and q-axis voltages by Park’s transformation matrix. 

The cost function 𝐶𝑝 of NFTPC for pre fault is chosen such that both torque and flux at the end of the cycle is as 

close as of reference value: 

𝐶𝑝(𝑘 + 1) = [𝑖𝑑
𝑟(𝑘 + 1) − 𝑖𝑑𝑝(𝑘 + 1)]

2
+ [𝑖𝑞

𝑟(𝑘 + 1) − 𝑖𝑞𝑝(𝑘 + 1)]
2
     (10)                                                                                  

The minimum value of cost function is defined as 

      Min 𝐶𝑝=|𝑇𝑒
𝑟 − 𝑇𝑒(𝑘 + 1)|+𝑘1||ɸ𝑠

𝑟| − |ɸ𝑠(𝑘 + 1)|| 

           s.t. 𝑣𝑠
𝑘 ∈ {𝑉1, 𝑉2,----,𝑉6}                                            (11)                  

 where 𝑇𝑒
𝑟 and ɸ𝑠

𝑟 are torque and stator flux reference values. 𝑇𝑒(𝑘 + 1) and ɸ𝑠(𝑘 + 1) are predictions 

for torque and stator flux at (𝑘 + 1)th instant respectively. 𝑉1, 𝑉2,----,𝑉6  are non zero voltage space vectors 

generated by three phase inverter before fault. Voltage vectors and the corresponding swithching states of the 

inverter is as shown in Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 4. Voltage vectors and corresponding switching states of the inverter. 

 

B. Post-Fault Condition 

The discrete-time state-space model of the faulty PMSM drive is given by 

𝑖𝑑𝑓(𝑘 + 1) = ∆𝑖𝑑0(𝑘) + ∆𝑖𝑑𝑓(𝑘) + 𝑖𝑑(𝑘)          (12) 

𝑖𝑞𝑓(𝑘 + 1) = ∆𝑖𝑞0(𝑘) + ∆𝑖𝑞𝑓(𝑘) + 𝑖𝑞(𝑘)                                                                                       (13) 

where 𝑖𝑑𝑓 and 𝑖𝑞𝑓 are post fault d-axis and q-axis currents respectively.  

Let 𝑣𝑑𝑓 and 𝑣𝑞𝑓 be the d-axis and q-axis voltages:  

∆𝑖𝑑𝑓(𝑘) = [𝑣𝑑𝑓(𝑘)]𝑇𝑠/𝐿𝑠 

∆𝑖𝑞𝑓(𝑘) = [𝑣𝑞𝑓(𝑘)]𝑇𝑠/𝐿𝑠 

The cost function 𝐶𝑓 of NFTPC for post fault is given by 

𝐶𝑓(𝑘 + 1) = [𝑖𝑑
𝑟(𝑘 + 1) − 𝑖𝑑𝑓(𝑘 + 1)]

2
+ [𝑖𝑞

𝑟(𝑘 + 1) − 𝑖𝑞𝑓(𝑘 + 1)]
2
     (14) 

and the minimum cost function value is 

Min 𝐶𝑓=|𝑇e
r − Te(k + 1)|+k1||ɸs

r| − |ɸs(k + 1)|| 

s.t. vsn
k ∈ {Vbn1_cn1, Vbn2_cn2, … … . Vbn6_cn6} }       (15) 

where Vbni_cni (i=1, 2, ….,6) represents two stator phase voltages Vbn and Vcn6. 
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Electromagnetic torque equation is given by  

Te (k + 1) =
3

2
p[ɸm(k + 1)iq(k + 1) + (Ld − Lq)id(k + 1) iq(k + 1)]                  (16) 

Where p is the number of pole pairs. 

 

C. Proposed NFTPC Flow chart 

Proposed NFTPC Flow chart to obtain minimum cost function is as shown in Fig. 5 
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Fig. 5. Flowchart of proposed NFTPC. 

 

VI. SIMULATIONS 
Fault Diagnosis simulation has been carried out in MATLAB/Simulink. Parameters of PMSM used for the 

proposed NFTPC are given in Table I. 

 

TABLE I.  PARAMETERS OF PMSM 
Parameter Symbol Value 

Armature resistance  𝐑𝐬 0.665 Ω 

Armature inductance  𝐋𝐬 7.9 mH 

Moment of Inertia  J 1.2677e-4 Kg.m2 

Permanent magnet flux  ɸ𝐦 0.0131Wb 

Number of poles  p 10 

Damping Coefficient  𝐁𝐦 2.4857e-4N.m/Rad/S 

Static Friction Torque Ts 0.831 N.m 

Reference Speed 𝛚𝐫 200 rad/s 

 

The simulation results for three phase currents, d-axis current and torque for pre and post fault conditions are as 

shown in Fig.6 and Fig 7. 
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Fig. 6. Simulation results showing phase currents, synchronous currents and speed for pre fault. 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 7. Simulation results showing phase currents, synchronous currents and speed for post fault. 

 

 
   (a)      (b) 

Fig. 8. Electromagnetic Torque for (a) pre fault condition and (b) post fault condition. 
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                                         (a)                                                                                     (b) 

Fig. 9. d-axis current for (a) pre fault condition and (b) pre fault to post fault condition. 

 

From Fig. 9 (b) it can be inferred that the fault gets cleared within a very short time (< 0.0005 sec) which is 

almost 50% less than that of the existing controllers.  

 

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 A fault tolerant PMSM drive integrating a real-time fault diagnostic method for single phase open 

circuit fault of a PMSM drive has been presented in this proposal. The key component of the proposed drive 

system is the developed fault-tolerant control that incorporates the main control routines regarding the PMSM 

vector control and the diagnosis and reconfiguration process algorithm. The reconfiguration procedure 

comprises the inverter faulty phase isolation, by removing the corresponding transistor’s gate command signals, 

and hardware/software modifications. Future work is to implement the proposed algorithm for PMSM drive 

employing novel fault tolerant predictive control considering circuit faults to validate the theoretical results. 
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